The Art History and Visual Studies Christmas Quiz, 2018

Created by Marcus Milwright
Answers!
• **Image 1**
• Top left: Which ruler was responsible for this famous building? Take the third and fourth letters of his name. Place these first to make the new word below. **Justinian**
• Top right: Where was this ancient manuscript produced? Take the last letter of this place name and add it below. **Lindisfarne**
• Bottom left: What two-word name is usually given to these medieval world maps? Take the first letter of the first word and the first letter of the second word and add them below. **Mappa Mundi**
• Bottom right: In which city would you find this mosaic? Take the second letter of this name and use it to complete your new word below. **Palermo**

= **S T E M M A**
Top left: Which painter was responsible for this fresco? Take the fifth and the seventh letters of his family name and use them to start the new word below. Andrea Mantegna

Top right: What name is commonly given to a circular stone relief like this? Take the first letter of this word and add it next to your new word. Tondo

Bottom left: Which artist made this sculpture? Take the fifth letter of his family name and add it next to your new word. Marcel Duchamp

Bottom right: What metal is this bowl principally made from? Take the first two letters of this word. What title was used by the rulers who appear on these plates? Take the first letter of this title and use it to complete the new word below. Silver / Sasanian

= E N T A S I S
Image 3
Top left: Which artist designed this bronze medal of an Ottoman sultan? Take the first two letters of his first (given) name and use them to begin the new word below. **Costanzo da Ferrara** (or de Moysis)
Top right: Which artist made this portrait plaque? Take the first letter of his first (given) name and add it to the new word below. **Luca della Robbia**
Bottom left: Which artist produced this abstract painting? Take the last two letters of his family name and add them to the new word. **Frank Stella**
Bottom right: What is the name of the architectural style employed in this French cathedral. Take the first letter of this name. Next identify the city in which this cathedral is located. Take the seventh letter of this name and use this letter to complete the new word. **Gothic Chartres**

= **C O L L A G E**
Top left: What is the family name of the couple depicted in this painting? Take the first and the eighth letter of this name and use them to start the new word below. Arnolfini

Top right: What name is given to the three warriors who appear in this painting? Take the sixth letter of this name and add it to your new word. Horati

Bottom left: This painting shows the family of a Roman emperor. What is the name of his wife in this picture? Take the third letter of her second name. One of the sons has had his face erased. Take the fourth letter of his name. Add these two letters to your new word. Julia Domna / Geta

Bottom Right: What name is given to this type of astronomical device? Take the third and ninth letters of this word and complete the new word. Astrolabe = ANIMATE
• Image 5
• Top left: This ancient mosaic comes from the floor of a religious building. What name is usually given to this place of worship? Take the first two letters and start the new word below. Synagogue
• Top right: Which famous portrait is referenced in this twentieth-century painting? Take the first and fourth letters of the first word of this name and add it to the new word below. Mona Lisa
• Bottom left: Who painted this image and what is its title? Take the first and fourth letters of the first (given) name of the artist and then the sixth letter of the first word of the title. Add these to the new word. Robert Indiana / American Stock Company
• Bottom right: In which Islamic palace can this Yuan dynasty porcelain dish now be found? Take the first and fifth letters of this name and use these to complete the new word. Topkapi = SYMA - RECTA
• **Image 6**

• Top left: This ancient Italian church is extensively decorated in mosaics. The church is dedicated to which saint? Take the first two letters of his name and use them to start the new word below. **Vitale**

• Top right: What is the title of this painting? Add the first letter of the title to help make the new word. **Senecio** (by Paul Klee)

• Bottom left: Who was the model for this painting? Take the fifth letter of her first (given) name and add it to help make the new word. **Henrietta Moraes** (by Francis Bacon)

• Bottom right: What is the name of the artist who created this piece? Take the second and fourth letters of his family name and use them to complete the new word. **Jasper Johns** = **VISION**
Image 7

Top left: This medal shows the unrealized design of a famous Renaissance cathedral. To whom is this cathedral dedicated? What is the name of the architect who designed this unrealized building? Take the first letter of this saint’s name and the second letter of the family name of the architect and use them to start the new word below. Peter / Bramante

Top right: Which company designed this ceramic plaque? Take the second and third letters of the family name and add them to your new word. Wedgwood

Bottom left: This is a still from a famous early film. Who was the director? Take the second and third letters of his family name and add them to your new word. Georges Melies

Bottom right: What name is usually given to these complex Buddhist designs? Take the sixth and seventh letters of this term and add them to the new word. Mandala = P R E D E L L A
• **Image 8**
  
  **Bottom right:** Who was the director and leading actor in this film? Take the sixth and seventh letters of his family name and use them to begin the new word below. **Chaplin**

  **Top right:** What is the title of the film advertised in this poster? Who was the female co-star in this film? Take the fourth letter of the title and the fourth letter of her family name and add them to the new word. **Vertigo / Kim Novak**

  **Bottom left:** This stone carving appears in a scene of famous movie set in Rome. What is the name of the female co-star of this film? Take the fourth letter of her first (given) name and add it to the new word. **Audrey Hepburn**

  **Bottom right:** Who was the director of the movie in which this computer appeared? Take the first letter of his first (given) name and the fifth letter of his family name. Also take the second letter of the name of the computer and use these letters to complete the new word. **Stanley Kubrick / Hal = INTARSIA**